
 

Chun Fun newsletter 
春分 The Spring equinox 

March 21st, 2023 

We welcome you to the new edition of our public newsletter! Following the 
refreshing energy of springtime, it has been transformed for your easier read.  

Today, we embrace the rising energy in its most balanced form - the Chun Fun 春
分, which means complete equilibrium of yin and yang and alignment of the east 
and west.  
As we embark into spring in the Northern Hemisphere, the energy around us is 
very active and gaining power. This is the time for starting new projects, getting 
things done, moving on with activity, vitality, full of focus and determination.  

This issue presents many fascinating articles, shared by our members, teachers, 
senior masters and Grand Master Chan Kun Wah. We thank to all our readers, 
writers, and Grand Master Chan who make this newsletter better and better with 
each edition! 
Our aim is to show the uniqueness, authenticity, and the power of Chue Style 
Feng Shui, through success stories, case studies and teachings shared in the 
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following articles. Hope you enjoy them and remember to share them with your 
friends! 
 

WHAT IS FENG SHUI?  
Composed by Susanna Senior Master Lau (GD: FS/YHH/DS/IC/ICD) 

Psychologist in Feng Shui field 

A lot of clients treat a Feng Shui consultant as a psychologist.  Some clients only 
want to hear good things about their life and their property during consultation.  
Many feng shui consultants will sell clients some feng shui gadgets which they 
claim could improve health and wealth. This is a marketing gimmick. The 
gadgets are overpriced, and the expected benefit is questionable. If it is that easy 
to improve health and wealth by placing feng shui gadgets, the global poverty 
issue and the incurable diseases should have been easily resolved. 

Many clients, especially those in Southeast Asia, will seek feng shui consultations 
every year. There are many misunderstandings of feng shui energy changes every 
year. It is not necessary to do annual consultation on the property, unless you 
insist to provide recurrent income to your feng shui master! 

Clients using Chue Style Feng Shui will not need a property consultation 
frequently. A consultation will be needed if there are some major changes to the 
property, for instance, change of doors, cooking area, extension of space, etc.  

Feng Shui is a science  

Feng Shui is about astronomy, geology and environmental study.  We look up the 
sky and analyse the stars, the moon and the sun to understand energy.  The big 
dipper points to seasonal directions. The brightest star suggests auspicious 
events to be happened in certain directions or countries.  The form and direction 
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of the moon indicate the day of the month.  When a person is born, the location 
of both the sun and the moon already tells us so much about the energy of the 
person. 

The genuine feng shui master needs to understand the natural energy, and know 
how to grab good and avoid bad chi. Nature is very powerful and can benefit 
human if you know how to align the energy.   

To identify auspicious location to build a property or to bury ancestor, for 
instance, feng shui master will look out from the top of the mountain.  The 
knowledge of how the mountain dragon moves and where it stays to take a rest 
are valuable pieces of information to determine the energy of the earth.  The 
water must be holding well in the auspicious direction to benefit human. 

Understanding the behaviour of all living things are crucial for feng shui master.  
Feng shui is the study of environment.  Animals, insects and many other living 
things are more sensitive than humans to natural disasters. A good feng shui 
master should have the ability to avoid areas with risk of natural disasters, such 
as earthquake, landslide, adverse weather, flooding, etc.   

Genuine feng shui 

Recently, I came across one of the so-called feng shui masters in Hong Kong.  She 
claimed that ‘Yuen Hom flying star⽞空⾶星’ method is the only way to measure 
Feng Shui. Her statement, which I believe is commonly subscribed to in the field, 
shows her ignorance and inferior skills. 

The name ‘Yuen Hom flying star’ is incorrect.  Yuen Hom is referred to the 64 
hexagrams⽞空⼤卦, and it has nothing to do with the nine flying stars.  The way 
they fly the stars is also incorrect, meaning there is no yin and yang movements.  
The genuine ‘Chee Ba flying star紫⽩⾶星’ is used primarily for prediction which 
could also give reference to interior energy of a property. 

A lot of people think feng shui is superstitious because they could not be able to 
identify/quantify the effect of feng shui consultation.  If the feng shui skill is not 
genuine, how can one be able to see the effect. 

The Chue Style Feng Shui knowledge is passed to us from generation to 
generation, and is further expanded by our Great Grand Master Chan with 
his devoted research work over the past 60 years.  He always told his clients 
beforehand how their life will benefit after the implementation of his feng shui 
advice.  He has never let his clients down. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE FORM 
Composed by Master Céline Speranza (CP) 

Feng Shui demonstrates the impact of form and geomagnetic orientations and 
sectors on living things. Therefore, the slightest change in the shape of a house 
will influence the life of the inhabitants.  

The cause and effect can be observed, for example, on a family member, on an 
organ of one of them, on family harmony, career, money etc.  Only a Feng Shui 
consultant will be able to identify these changes in a precise manner. A 
successful project is therefore knowing exactly what will happen to the lives of 
the occupants according to the choices made in the project. Because when the 
work is finished, it will be too late. 

Generally speaking, when building a house, it is important to look at all the 
surrounding forms, natural or built, because they will have a link to the house. 
When the view is rather beautiful, the design advice will activate what the 
inhabitant needs. With an excellent level of Feng Shui, unpleasant shapes will be 
used to the advantage of the occupants.  

When transforming the existing, be aware of the new shape generated by an 
extension, the opening of new windows, changes in access. Avoid looking at the 
ugly, such as large electricity pylons or the ruin opposite. If water flows through 
your property, everyone agrees that it is wonderful... not always. If you have a 
health problem or have experienced painful events, hide the water from your 
view and observe what happens. Better yet, call a Feng Shui expert for all this. 
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FENG SHUI AND THE CITY PLANNING 
Composed by Master Dominique Barriere (CP) 

Many people in the West have heard of Feng Shui for home interior design: this 
is small feng shui, but few know that it is possible to apply it on a larger scale 
such as landscape or urban planning: this is great feng shui. 

In small feng shui, the environment will influence the destiny of the inhabitants 
of a house: at the individual and family level. 
 

This interaction between the house, the garden and the family will be on an 
energetic level which will lead, if the place is balanced, to the family making the 
right decisions by adapting to the situations they are going through. 
If not, decisions will not be made or will be made badly and the consequences 
will be felt with more or less impact on the clan's lineage. 
 

In great feng shui, the environment will influence the whole community living in 
the hamlet, village or city. 
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Also the natural and built forms that constitute the landscape around and within 
a town will have an impact on the history of the place and the trajectory of its 
entire community. 

This is why it is particularly important that the public buildings in which 
authority will be exercised establish a good "energetic" relationship with this 
environment for the benefit of all. 

HOW TO OPTIMISE YOUR FRONT DOOR 
Composed by Master Céline Speranza (CP) 

A good energy flow is visualised as a stream of water flowing through the house 
with ease. The yang energy from the outside must meet the yin energy from the 
inside in the right way to create balance and harmony. 

 

The front door plays an important role in this meeting. In Feng Shui terms, the 
front door is the "chi mouth". Everything that can be observed and measured at 
the door reflects the nature and quality of the energy that is ready to enter. 

First tips: remove clutter, repair broken items, avoid planting a tree in front of 
the front door, keep the space clean and airy, install light fixtures. Make sure that 
the size of the door is harmoniously proportional to the size of the architectural 
building: a wide and high door for a large building, a more reasonable door for a 
smaller building. 
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The Feng Shui consultant will calculate the placement and orientations of doors 
and gates during the construction and renovation project. They will know how 
to give the right measures, shapes and colours. They will be able to suggest the 
most advantageous access door when there are several. Not forgetting the date 
calculation they will make to start the changes, because success always comes 
when we are in the right place at the right time. 

HEALTH: PAY ATTENTION TO THE 5 YELLOW STAR 
Composed by Senior Master Jacqueline Miettinen (FS/IC/DS/CH/GD-YHH) 

Every year, The Yearly Star changes creating a new Chee Ba (Purple White) 
Flying Stars diagram for the year. The Nine Stars change their position. All of 
them have a meaning. Amongst them, the Five Yellow should be considered very 
carefully, as carries the energy of illness. 

Since the 22nd of December 2022, the Five Yellow in located in the North-West. 
The North-West is related with the leader of the house, also the head. 
These aspects could be primarily affected, especially if the door of the house is in 
the North-West, letting the Five Yellow in. 

Because the year has just started, if this was your case, our Chue Style Feng Shui 
consultants have tools to help you. 

I am going to tell you a short story to illustrate this: 
The elderly lady client is living alone in her house with the main door in the 
North-West, facing to the first segment 戌 (also referred at as the Dog in hour 
branches). 

The location of this door is already problematic because a very sharp roof 
overhang is pointing to the door about 1.5m away. Consecutively, the lady was 
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suffering from terrible pains in the shoulder area and the whole body. She was 
brave and did not complain. The situation could have lasted like this. 
In the very beginning of January this year, she was in her garden kneeling to 
arrange a flower bed when the neighbour’s dog suddenly jumped at her grid-
fence. She was so surprised and deeply frightened that she lost the ability to 
speak for a few days and became dizzy with balance problems. Her situation was 
concerning. Luckily a Feng Shui consultation in the beginning of February could 
assess her property, advising her (with other recommendations) to use another 
door that is in fact much more suitable for the whole house energy.  
The lady client was very thankful and recovered hope and joy. 

Please note that our consultants have tools even if you cannot change your door. 
As there is Yin and Yang, our Chue Style Feng Shui has solutions to control, or 
dilute the bad energy but also to improve the good energy. 

GRAND MASTER CHAN’S YEARLY PREDICTION 2023 
Copmposed by Master Kay Tom (CH/DS/YHH) 

Every year Grand Master Chan studies the balance of energy for the year on a 
global basis and then illustrates to his students the strengths and the 
vulnerabilities of the year ahead through a Yearly Prediction. The accuracy of the 
advice given never ceases to amaze and this year is no exception: 

February 3rd 2023 

This is the day before the 1st Day of Spring in the Chinese Calendar and as such 
is a day that Chue practitioners do not use for anything important because of the 
weakness of the chi: At 17:00 hrs on this day a police car arrived at a 
neighbour’s home to attend a reported incident of domestic violence: The 
property sits in a North – Northeast direction from my house: 

Grand Master Chan’s monthly forecast for February 2023 : the Northeast and 
North directions  

NE 8:7:2: “2 Black sickness star is visiting and supports the 7 Star Por Kwan 
causing gossip: eat well to stay strong and don’t talk too much in gatherings:” 

SAN SATS Sitting in the Northeast 丑 for the year of 2023  
  Pau Mei: The Jaguar’s tail: Step on this and he will bite back with      
vengeance. 
                           Ng Gwai: The 5 Ghosts: The ghosts love to cause any form of 
disruption. 
  Gwa Suk: Female Sleeps alone: The accused partner left the home. 
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N: 1:5:9: “9 fire visiting supports the sickness 5. The sickness can be sex 
disease or kidney problems. All the stars are yang, and anything can happen very 
fast. Avoid going out at night, especially for romance in the North: The 2nd son 
should not mess about. 

The incident erupted from nowhere: The accused is the 2nd son of his family 

SAN SATS Sitting in the North ⼦ for the year 2023: 
  Sam Yeung – 3 Punishments – avoid getting in trouble with the law 
  Gun Si – Rolling Tongue that attracts gossip 
  Ham Gee – Salacious Pool – attracts messy relationships 

NW  The Northwest carries a vulnerability to sickness in 2023: This is 
particularly relevant to a property with a Northwest back: the property I am 
referring sits with its back in the Northwest. The advice is to avoid alcohol as 
this can irritate and make the sickness/matters worse.  

The purpose of understanding the strengths and the vulnerabilities of the energy 
of the year, through the advice from Grand Master Chan’s Yearly Prediction, is to 
be prepared. To know where the “enemy” sits is to be on your guard and to 
avoid being caught out by the potential challenges. The best approach is to keep 
the area, and hence the energy, fresh to discourage the Bad Stars. 
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BA ZI FLOW 
Composed by Master Heidi Pran (CH) 

This lady has a ba zi which is neither very strong, nor weak. The power of the 
heavenly stems is strong, while the branches are weak. She is born in the earth 
period of the ⾠ dragon month, which is draining her 丙fire, but the dragon 
belongs to spring and the date is very close to summer, so even if the wet earth 
of the ⾠ dragon is supporting the metal 申monkeys, all in all this is a strong 
chart which needs draining. The main problem is that it is all yang, but also the 
conflict between the metal and wood between the 申monkeys and the 寅tiger. 

The conflict has had a huge impact in her life, as she has had several accidents to 
the bones, the most severe to her leg, which has caused many years of pain and 
debilitation. 

Early on, she was given a jade rabbit amulet under the assumption that this 
could be a weak horoscope. The amulet formed an Eastern combination to wood 
supporting her fire, but it accentuated the conflict between metal and wood in 
the chart. It did her no good at all. 
Then she was given two jade rat amulets under the assumption of a strong 
horoscope. These formed three-combinations to water, controlling her fire. This 
was a much better solution, as the rats introduced yin energy to the chart, and it 
removed the metal – wood conflict. But her life did not change in any respect.  

Big fate Life house

戊 戊 丙 丙 甲 壬

戌 ⾠ 申 申 ⾠ 寅
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Then we looked at the flow of energies instead. The flow in the heavenly stems 
is very good; the 壬 water feeds the 甲 wood, feeding the 丙 fire, feeding the 戊 
earth. With a little manipulation, there could also be a nice flow in the branches. 
壬 water feeds the wood 寅tiger. Introducing a fire 午horse will create a half 
combination to fire with the tiger, which would support the earth ⾠ dragon 
supporting the metal 申monkeys. In her current big fate, the 戌 makes the three-
combination to fire complete, thus also avoiding the crash to the dragon. 

On a selected, auspicious date she started wearing a brown jade horse. And then 
slowly her life started to change for the better. First and foremost, she had a 
surgery done to her leg which was successful, and which removed most of the 
pain. 

She had the choice between three jade horses; a green, a white and the brown, 
and she instinctively and immediately chose the brown. Now any jade horse 
would make the combination to her chart, but if we interpret the colour as the 
energy of the stem, the brown would be either a 戊午 or 丙午 horse. Both fit her 
chart in many ways.  

Lap Yum ba zi is an ancient method according to form, sound, and heavenly 
energy, and is now only researched and taught within Chue style.  
Chue Yik is a profound method of interpreting a person’s horoscope, based on 
the I Ching and 64 hexagrams, and lap yum forms. The method is researched 
and developed by Grand Master Chan Kun Wah and is only available in Chue 
Style.  

The lap yum form of the two horses 戊午 or 丙午 are sun and rain.  
Both forms play a vital and auspicious role in the analysis of both the lap yum ba 
zi and the Chue Yik of the lady. She chose right! 
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HOW TO SEE IF USING ELEMENTS ARE GOOD, 
BAD, STRONG OR WEAK? 

On behalf of Grand Master Chan, composed by Naomi Isa 

 

⼰ person born 23 days after 寒露 (Hohn Low) belongs to pure 戊 (Mow) chi, 戊 
⼟(Mow earth) is very strong. There are another 2 ⼟ and 1 ⽕ in the branches 
so this is a strong horoscope. 　 

Strong horoscope needs ⾷神/傷官(Sik sun/Zeun kun), 偏財/正財,(Pin choi/Jin 
choi)  七殺/正官(Pin kun/Jin kun)  For Strong horoscope, we must always look 
at 官(Kun) first to see if 官(Kun) is strong and healthy so 官(Kun) can protect 才
(Choi). Second, we must look at 才(Choi).  Strong horoscope can handle 才
(Choi), thus if 官(Kun) is not strong but 才(Choi) is strong, 才(Choi) can 
produce 官(Kun) and 官 (Kun) can protect 才(Choi). 

What happens if using element 才(Choi) has no root?   

In this horoscope, using element 才(Choi) has no root in the branches, nor in the 
hidden stem.  He has 癸 ⽔才 (Quai water choi) next to him. 癸 ⽔ 才 (Quai 
water choi) seems healthy as it sits on ⾣ (Yaw), however⾣(Yaw) combines to 
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巳 (Jee) to become ½ ⾦(Metal) therefore ⾣⾦(Yaw metal) is not 100% 
supportive to 癸 ⽔才 (Quai water choi).  There is no官⽊ (Kun wood) to protect 
才(Choi) nor to control ⽐劫(Bey gin/Gip choi) and 才(Choi) is only in the stem, 
exposed to everybody. No ⽔ (Water) root at all means he cannot save money, 
also due to the absence of 官⽊he does not know how to organize himself, even 
if he is cleaver, he is not able to organize himself.  癸⽔才 (Quai water choi)  is 
weak and he sits on 巳⽕ (Jee fire) which is not his supporting element allowing 
everybody pinch his 才(Choi) easily.  Having ⽐劫 (Bey gin/Gip choi) too strong 
means many people are after his money and he is also surrounded by bad 
friends. 才(Choi) also represents wife, his wife does not love him much as ⽐劫 
(Bey gin/Gip choi) can pinch 才(his wife). 癸⽔才  (Quai water choi) pillar has 
⽺⼑(Power to kill), 将星(Leading star) and 紅艶 (Sexual star) indicating that 
the wife may have an affair.  

In this horoscope we need to use ⽔ (Water) first to balance the chart, as this is 
quite a hot chart, then nourish dry ⼟(Earth) to support ⽊ (wood); even 
producing ⽊ (Wood), ⽊(Wood) in 秋(Autumn) is 死 (dead), so ⽊ (Wood) is 
very weak. The worst thing in this horoscope is no 官⽊ (Kun wood) to protect 
才(Choi). It is best to have 官(Kun) in the stem, visible to everyone, and 才
(Choi) in the branches, hidden from everyone so ⽐劫 (Bey gin/Gip choi) cannot 
pinch money, especially if you don’t have官(Kun) to protect 才(Choi).    

! If 才(Choi) has no root when fate comes up to crash with 才(Choi), he 
will be in big trouble because 才(Choi) does not have root to hold on to 
it.  Either he loses a lot of money, or he can have money related problem, 
or his wife may die. 

! If Using element 才(Choi) has no root, better not to crash it. If crashes, it 
will totally vanish.  

! If 才(Choi) is only in stem and nothing in the branches (= no root) means 
才(Choi) is weak, and anybody can pinch 才(Choi). 

! If 才(Choi) root comes up, then it is very good.  才(Choi) will become 
strong.  

Bazi often reveals to us the life struggles of people. In Chue Style Feng Shui we 
can help them to have a better life, giving specific solutions, in this case, like:  

" Advise him to wear 申(Shun) jade to combine with 巳(Jee) to make ⽔ 
(Water) root in the chart.  

" Advise him to move to northern county, northern area of his town or city.  
" Advise him to live closer to water and trees.   
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YEAR FATE OF THE UNITED STATES - YEAR 2023 
Composed by Grand Master Chan Kun Wah and Susanna Senior Master Lau 

(GD: FS/YHH/DS/IC/ICD) 

Every winter solstice when the chi changes, Grand Master Chan will ask I-Ching 
on the year fate of the major countries.  He has been doing this research over the 
past decades.  I would like to share with you some of our work this year for the 
United States. 

 

The I-Ching results illustrate that the original kwa is 8-fate 9 with the bottom 
line 丑 moves.  The resulting kwa is a 6-crashing kwa 1-fate 9.   
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The moving line丑 with ‘White Tiger’ means there are many disasters on the 
ground, resulting in so much trouble in the US.   

At the point of writing this article in mid-March 2023, we would like to share 
some evidence of our predictions with you. 

(1) The bomb cyclone 

(a)The巽 moves and the ground turns into 乾 trigram.  When the wind 
comes, the changing kwa becomes all metal.   The乾 hexagram is white 
in the sky and on the ground.  The gigantic ‘bomb cyclone’ storm has 
hit over half of the country right before Christmas 2022.  Many places 
including New York city were buried in a sea of snow.  

(b)Buffalo (and 丑being the ox) was the most severely damaged city. 

(c)Everything is falling apart at the end as suggested by the 6-crashing 
kwa.  The storm caused many disasters, including power knocked out, 
car accidents, many deaths, public transportation and airlines in chaos, 
etc.  

(d)Flooding and possible diseases caused by the natural disaster will also 
emerge. 

(2)  Train derailment 

The country (世at墓) is secretly doing something and it could be 
chemical-related poison/sickness (丑 has hidden metal).   

The sickness (丑) moves and clashes to the citizens亥 (on the 2nd line).  
The citizens are messing about (‘Tortoise’) with the sickness. 

On 3rd February 2023 (being the last day of the丑 month), over 50 cars of 
a freight train carrying toxic materials derailed in Ohio.  The chemical 
was burned for almost two days.  The news was released 20 days after the 
incidence.  Citizens have been breathing polluted air and drinking toxic 
water without noticing during the cover up period.  It was reported later 
that some 45,000 animals have died as a result of the chemical explosion. 

(3) Other sickness  

(a) There will be airborne infectious disease as the trigram represents 
wind.   

(b) As reported at the year ended 2022, a new strain of Omicron, named 
XBB.1.5, has been spreading rapidly around the country especially in 
the Northeast region. 
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(4)  Other key observations 

(a) The US government is very weak.  It is just talking without any 
constructive action.  官 on 午 with ‘Red Bird’ and it clashes by the 
month leader.  

(b) The citizens are draining the government (the 2nd and 5th lines).  The 
government (兄 on the 5th line), however, just wants money. 

(c) There is no money because wood being the money is empty. 

Chue Style is one of the very few schools in the globe using winter solstice as the 
chi changes of a new year.  Our Grand Master Chan has done so many research 
in various aspects, including BaZi, date selection, year and personal fate 
predictions, i-Ching prediction, Feng Shui, etc, to reaffirm this approach. 

Using ‘spring begins⽴春’ as the new chi cut-off date, the vast majority of non-
Chue feng shui practitioners will not be able to analyse anything correctly.  Their 
‘fundamental knowledge’ is already wrong!  This is why so many people believe 
feng shui and the related predictions are superstitious. 

I CHING : A SIX COMBINATION KWA IS NOT 
ALWAYS GOOD 

On behalf of Grand Master Chan, composed by Master Maša Zorn (CH) 

The I Ching is used to guide us on many questions and has been in use for 
thousands of years. There are so many translations of the ‘Book of changes’ 
available, each with its own interpretation of the 64 hexagrams.  

Practitioners of the I Ching today, rely solely on the book to interpretate the kwa, 
and have no clue that the true knowledge is written within each of the 6 lines.  

This is another specialty of Chue Style - the I Ching and the 64 hexagrams. The 
interpretation is based on each individual line, as well as their kinships, Lok San 
animals, 12 palaces, combinations, the season and all the inside information 
each line carries. This in-depth interpretation of the I Ching was developed by 
Grand Master Chan Kun Wah, after many decades of research. It shows to be 
very accurate, when we know how to read the kwa correctly.  

The 64 kwas used in the I Ching are the same as we use in our Chue Style 
compass, for Feng Shui, as well as for predictions. These are very precise 
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instruments or tools that we learn to use throughout many years of intense 
studies of Chue Style Feng Shui.  
In order to understand the I Ching properly, we must first master Ba Zi, Date 
selection and understand the 64 kwas in detail. Currently, there is nobody else 
teaching these valuable and precise skills, but Grand Master Chan Kun Wah. We 
are very fortunate to be able to benefit from his teachings! 

In the example above Grand Master Chan reveals how to use the I Ching for 
property hunting. It is a real case example, which was asked recently before 
viewing a property for purchase.  
Before Grand Master Chan goes on any consultation, he would ask the I Ching 
about the property or land. It is impressive how much information it is revealed 
even before viewing the location! 

In this example the I Ching shows 8/7 water above lake 節, a 6 combination 
kwa. Normally, this is very good for the house. However, the 6 combination kwa 
doesn’t always mean it’s a good house! In this example Grand Master Chan 
teaches us why.  

We need to investigate each individual line, the SY 世 and YING 应, the 
combinations and their outcome. We also need to consider the moving line and 
its changes; to which element, the kinships and their strengths.  
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First thing we need to know if this house is good or bad. It is much better if 
inside the kwa we find all the kinships. It means nothing is missing and all the 
family is there.  

Secondly, kinships chee ⼦ and choi 才 need to be strong. Choi 才 is where the 
energy comes from and chee ⼦ is where the energy is stored in the property. 
They are both very important for a property. In this case, we have energy coming 
from 巳 position in the south and it is stored in the east (卯). 
The position where the energy comes from is weak, because the monthly leader 
寅 is crushing to Ying 应 申 and the latter combines to 巳 position, turning it into 
water; gip choi 却財. Because the 巳 position changes to water, the choi 才 is not 
strong.  
The east position 卯, ⼦kinship is also not good, as it moves backwards to 寅 in 
the changing kwa. Neither 卯, nor 寅 are empty however in 卯 year and 寅 
month.  

Third, we need to look at 2nd and 5th lines. They represent the property and the 
occupant respectively. In this case they are represented by 卯 wood and 戌 earth. 
In theory they combine, but there is no movement, so they actually crush each 
other. The wood crush to earth, meaning the property controls the occupant. 
This is not good.  

Further, we look at the whole kwa. Which kinship is represented the most? It is 
the Kun 官, earth. It also happens that the third line is moving, which is 官, the 
earth. The third line represents the inside main door. When 丑 moves, it goes 
forward into ⾠, 墓 tomb. It is the water tomb and the 8/7 kwa belongs to Kam, 
water family. It is also composed of water trigram above lake trigram - more 
water.  

It turns out the house was full of humidity, the walls were damp and it had a 
very bad smell, which Grand Master Chan noticed right away when he entered 
that door.  
The back wall of the ground floor also had no windows at the back, as it was in 
the same level as back garden - hence the correlation with the tomb.  
The house was full of water, as the I Ching suggested in the trigrams, also we 
can see the water in the tombs - 丑 has 癸 water inside, and ⾠ is the water 
tomb.  
The house was North site, facing South. Because the garden was in the North, it 
does not receive enough warmth and sun, so the energy was very damp. In a 
cold country we need more exposure to the south.  

The energy of this house is declining, this is shown by the I Ching as well. The 
Sy 世 is the occupant and the Ying 应 is the future. When they combine: 巳申 ⽔ 
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water results. Water is the gip choi 却財 for this kwa. When 巳 choi才, the 
energy, changes to gip choi, it is no good at all. All energy is gone, declining! 

Moreover, the season is very important in the I Ching. Here, the month is 甲寅 
and it crushes to 申, ⽗ kinship. The 寅 is chee ⼦ kinship, the future generation 
and now is crushing with foo ⽗ which represents the health. It means this house 
is not good for health and does not benefit the future generation! Another 
indication of the house not being good for health is that there is 官 - sickness 
with Ba Fu (white tiger).  

We can see how the 6 combination kwa doesn’t benefit the occupant in this case. 
There is no more choi 才 left, as the combinations result in gip choi 却財 (巳申 
⽔), or 官 (⼦丑 ⼟). No energy gets into the property and even worse is that the 
changing kwa is 3 fate - called ‘the spirit messing about’.  

At first the house looks nice, from the outside. The I Ching also shows that it is 
high at the back, we can see the top line ⼦ has a far away view (Chee djaa - red 
bird). This was the case, as there was a very good and open view from the back 
garden. The inside condition was not good at all, as the house was very 
neglected. The owners never invested in any renovation or maintenance. This 
can be seen again in the I Ching, as the 官 line is moving into 墓 tomb, 
suggesting the organisation is not good in the house. Also because the earth (官 
kinship) is empty in spring. At first, the house was good, but because of poor 
maintenance it became bad and lost its vitality. When we maintain our 
properties, they last much longer and can provide us with good energy.  

We can now understand why this 6 combination kwa doesn’t show a suitable 
house at all! It is all written in the lines. This useful knowledge can save us a 
fortune, as seen in this example when hunting for property. 
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Spring is the time when fresh energy moves the year forward. Like thunder and 
wind awaken nature, rain nourishes vegetation and the sun enables the growth 
of all. We can adopt these lessons in our living environments and lifestyle.  
Refresh your energy in the morning by exercising, stretching and Qi gong. Wear 
loose clothes in spring and get a new haircut. Get plenty of fresh air into your 
lungs and into your home. Make your home more alive by introducing a fresh 
coat of paint on your front door, adding live plants in your living space, or for 
example reduce the number of things in your home to create more space.  

CHUE FENG SHUI FOUNDATION 

The Chue Feng Shui Foundation represents the highest standards of Feng Shui. 
Our Chue Style teachers constantly upgrade their skills and knowledge. We 
continuously improve our examination process for practitioner training, with the 
aim of raising the levels of our teaching to an even higher standard.   

To become a qualified Chue Feng Shui practitioner you can study at one of our 
many Imperial schools around the world. You are assured of the highest quality 
and standards available when studying any topic. 

We hope you enjoy our newsletters. Please feel free to share them with friends, 
family or colleagues. 
 
Wishing you a refreshing season of Spring! 

Sincerely, 

Master Maša Zorn CH 
Chue Foundation public newsletter editor 
Chue Feng Shui Foundation 
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Copyright ©: All articles written in the Chue Foundation public newsletter are property 
of the writer and the Chue Foundation. If you wish to use any article (or part of it) in 
any way, you will need the writer's permission. All the handouts are the property of 
Grand Master Chan Kun Wah and are not allowed to be used, or copied without his 
written consent. 
 
Disclaimer: All articles in the Chue Foundation public newsletter are written on basis 
on personal research and knowledge. They should not be applied to any specific case, 
as each property/individual is different. These are not general rules that apply to all. 
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